


Oslo- Green Capital 2019
A sustainable city walk

This capital has a lot of ”faces”: the new innovative environmental 
friendly center, the Oslo fjord and the big forest area. Everything within 
15-25 minutes from each other. A destination for all seasons and all 
group sizes for meetings, conferences and incentives. A combination of 
nature and culture with many possibilities and combinations. One day 
you can walk through the new environmental friendly city center with 
sustainable elements of architecture, art installations and immigration 
street food projects, combined with biking along the beaches and moving 
from there into kayaks' or discovering the Oslo fjord with zodiac or sailing 
boats 



Day one in May/June 2020
Arrival  at Oslo airport  at 11:30 and direct into the Vigelandpark  where 
we could start with a typical “smørebrød” buffet  (big and rich open- face 
sandwiches) on a terrace restaurant.

After lunch we have 2 guides showing us around in the park and 
afterwards we continue by bus to the famous Frammsueum which is the 
original sailing boat with which Nansen and Amundsen crossed the 
poles. Return by boat into the center and approx. 10 minutes walk to the 
Hotel Amerikalinjen or less walk to the Grand Hotel.

Check-in and the luggage is already in the rooms. 

For dinner short walk to the former shipyard are and we eat at the 
restaurant Louise.



Smørebrødbuffet in the 
Vigelandpark



Vigeland sculpture park



Frammuseum



Restaurant Louise for dinner



Hotel Amerikalinjen, the new 
design hotel right across the opera



Grand Hotel- classical cool and right at 
the main street in Oslo



Day 2 in May/June 2020

In the morning visit of the new Munch museum (by foot) and the opera. 
Then departure 12:02 from the main train station (in front of 
Amerikalinjen Hotel). The train ride goes over the Hardangervidda and all 
kind of different landscapes.

After about 3-4 hours we reach Myrdal and move over to the 
world-famous Flåmtrain, winding itself down 800 m into the Nærøyfjord. 
An amazing experience.

After about 40 minutes on the train we get bout in Berekvam and 
continue the rest by bike which is a great experience. Arriving in Flåm by 
19:00 and at the hotel, check-in and dinner at the Hotel Fretheim



Landscape to Myrdal and Flåm



Flåm train down to Nærøyfjord 
and last part with bikes



Flåm train and bikes down



Fretheim Hotel in Flåm



Day 3 in May/June 2020

In the morning whole group with e-cars to the amazing viewpoint 
Stegastein, then moving over to zodiac boats for 1,5 hours through the 2 
fjord arms to Gudvangen.

Luggage in the bus . In Gudvangen lunch in the Viking village and then 2 
hours by bus to Hardingasete.

Dinner as grilling at the pier if warm enough



With E-cars to viewpoint 
Stegastein



Zodiac tour through the 
Nærøyfjord



Viking village for lunch



Hardingasete_ the ultimate 
hideaway



Dinner at the pier



Day 4 in May/June 2020

Activity day. Bus and ferry to the other side of the fjord. 1/2 group  
glacier walk, the other 1/2 kayak tour (total 3 hours each)  then lunch in 
the glacier center at the fjord and afternoon switch activities.

Afternoon 16:30 helicopter shuttle back to Hardinagsete and enjoying the 
wooden bathtubs.

Dinner in the barn



Glacierwalk



Kayak tour and place for lunch



Helikopter and then wooden 
bathtub  and sauna to relax



wooden bathtub  and sauna to relax



Gourmet dinner in the historic barn



Day 5 in May /June 2020

After breakfast we either take a bus for 1,5 hour to Bergen, passing one 
of the most impressive waterfalls on the west coast. We actually can walk 
behind it.

Once we arrive in Bergen we continue with a walk through the Hanseatic 
Quarters. We learn about the life in former Bergen, admire the historic 
buildings which are on the UNESCO Heritage and take the funicular up to 
mount Fløien where we enjoy a magnificent view over the Atlantic and on 
the other side the Hardangerfjord.

The stay in Norway will end with a delicious lunch in the fish market 
enjoying a speciality plate including king crab and a dessert.

Then transfer to the airport

 



On the way to Bergen, visit of 
the incredible waterfall



Bergen- The gateway to the fjords



Walk through the Hanseatic 
Quarters



Funicular up to Mount Fløien



Fishmarket- last lunch


